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Quantum entanglement is an integral part of quantum optics and has been exploited in areas such as computation, cryptography
and metrology. The entanglement between photons can be present in various degrees of freedom (DOFs), and even the simplest
bi-partite systems can occupy a large Hilbert space. Therefore, it is desirable to exploit this multi-dimensional space for various
quantum applications by fully controlling the properties of the entangled photons in multiple DOFs. While current entangledphoton sources are capable of generating entanglement in one or more DOFs, there is currently a lack of practical techniques that
can shape and control the entanglement properties in multiple DOFs. Here we show that cascading two or more entangled-photon
sources with tunable linear media in between allows us to generate photon-pairs whose entanglement properties can be tailored
and shaped in the frequency and polarisation domains. We ﬁrst develop a quantum mechanical model to study the quantum state
generated from the cascade structure with special considerations paid to the effects of pump temporal coherence, linear
dispersion, and in-structure polarisation transformation applied between the entangled-photon sources. We then experimentally
generate photon-pairs with tunable entanglement properties by manipulating the dispersion and birefringence properties of the
linear medium placed in between two entangled-photon sources. This is done in an all-ﬁbre, phase stable, and alignment-free
conﬁguration. Our results show that the cascade structure offers a great deal of ﬂexibility in tuning the properties of entangled
photons in multiple DOFs, opening up a new avenue in engineering quantum light sources.
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INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is an essential resource in quantum optics and can
be exploited for quantum information processing1–5 and the study
of fundamental physics.6–8 New developments in quantum optics
aim to generate entangled photons whose properties in various
degrees of freedom (DOFs) can be tailored and controlled.
Frequency and polarisation of photons are robust DOFs often
used in practical applications. As a result, a vast number of
protocols and platforms have already been developed to exploit
these two DOFs; for example, the spectrum of entangled photons
(biphotons) has been exploited for scalable quantum information
processing1,2,9–11 and large alphabet quantum key distribution;12
the ability to generate various biphoton polarisation states has
also been recognised as a useful resource13–16 for tests of local
realism6,7 and complementarity in physics.8,17
In light of this, we can envision that the ability to tailor and
shape the entanglement properties of biphotons in both
frequency and polarisation DOFs would allow us to increase the
amount of information that can be encoded into a biphoton
state,5 enabling a variety of new applications in quantum optics. In
order to achieve this goal, we ﬁrst need spectral and polarisation
shaping techniques for biphotons that are compatible with each
other; these techniques should also be implementable in an
integrated and scalable fashion.
So far, various techniques of biphoton spectral shaping have
been demonstrated with spatial light modulators,18,19 spectral
ﬁltering,20–22 and tailoring the phase-matching structure of the
nonlinear medium itself.23,24 However, these techniques either
introduce undesirable loss due to coupling and ﬁltering,20–22 or

impose considerable complications in the precise fabrication of
the nonlinear structure.23,24 Additionally, some of these techniques18,19 cannot yet be integrated with waveguide-based
biphoton sources, and therefore cannot take advantage of the
greater mode conﬁnement.
Various techniques to shape the polarization state of biphotons
have also been demonstrated, typically through a combination of
biphoton interference,14–16 unitary polarisation transformation,14,15 decoherence,14,16 and spatial mode selection.16 However,
these techniques have all been implemented using free-space
setups and cannot be integrated with waveguide-based biphoton
sources in a single platform. Moreover, precise beam alignment,
spatial ﬁltering, and phase stabilization are required for these
techniques, which make them difﬁcult to implement in integrated
photonics. Finally, these techniques have not been shown to be
simultaneously compatible with spectral tailoring. In fact, no
practical approach to shape the biphotons simultaneously in both
the spectral and polarization domains has been demonstrated.
In this paper, we demonstrate a technique that can shape
biphoton states in both the frequency and polarisation domains
by cascading two ﬁbre-based entangled-photon sources25,26 with
a linear medium placed in between, which we refer to as the
middle section (see Fig. 1a). Our cascade structure, which is
essentially a nonlinear interferometer,27 can be pumped either
with a long- or short-coherence-time laser, with each option
providing a speciﬁc functionality for shaping the properties of
biphotons. The spectrum and polarisation state of the biphotons
generated from the cascade structure can be tailored by altering
the dispersion and birefringence of the linear middle section. The
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generalised to other waveguide-based entangled-photon sources,
including those in integrated photonics.
The organization of the paper is as follows: We ﬁrst present a
quantum mechanical model for the biphoton state at the output
of the cascade structure, taking into account (1) the temporal
coherence of the pump (referred to below simply as the pump
coherence), (2) the dispersion properties of both linear and
nonlinear segments, and (3) the polarisation transformation
applied in the linear middle section of the cascaded structure.
We then use our model to study the spectrum and polarisation
state of the biphotons under various pump coherence conditions
and polarisation transformations caused by the middle (linear)
section. Finally, using two periodically-poled silica ﬁbres26 (PPSFs)
as biphoton sources, we experimentally demonstrate: (1) the
ability to generate biphotons with modiﬁed spectra, for various
pump coherence conditions and the linear properties of the
middle section; and (2) the ability to generate various biphoton
polarisation states with properties such as tunable degree of
polarisation entanglement.

Fig. 1 a A two-segment cascade structure made up of two
second-order nonlinear media of the lengths

L1 and L2; the pump
coherent packets with V polarisation, fαL;V g , enter the structure
at z = 0. Depending on the transformation in the middle section
^n , the polarisation states of the downconverted photon pairs at
R
the output of the cascade structure could be a superposition of all
four states ðjHHiωA ;ωB ; jHViωA ;ωB ; jVHiωA ;ωB ; jVViωA ;ωB Þ. b The quasimonochromatic model of the pump ﬁeld49; the pump consists of
coherent packets, each of which has a length of ΔL . The initial
phase of the electric ﬁeld within each packet changes randomly
from packet to packet.50

all-ﬁbre common-path conﬁguration used here eliminates major
issues in biphoton shaping, such as the requirement for beam
alignment, coupling and ﬁltering loss, and phase stabilization.
More importantly, spectral and polarisation shaping techniques
are now compatible with each other and can be simultaneously
implemented in such a structure.
It is worth mentioning that the cascade structure we use here
belongs to a more general class known as SU(1,1) nonlinear
interferometer.27,28 The high-gain regime of these interferometers
has been extensively studied27–31 and utilised32–34 to obtain the
Heisenberg limit in phase measurement. On the other hand, the
spontaneous regime of these interferometers has also been
studied both theoretically,28,35–37 and experimentally38–41 to
investigate more abstract concepts such as “induced coherence”
effect.38,42,43 These studies have since found their applications in
measuring absorption,44 refractive index,45 and dispersion46 of
linear media.
Our work, however, differs from previous studies in that we
utilise cascaded biphoton sources (a nonlinear interferometer) in
two DOFs (frequency and polarisation) to generate biphotons with
tunable entanglement properties in spectral and polarisation
domains. Furthermore, the quantum mechanical treatment of the
cascade structure we present here is more comprehensive as it
takes into account the collective effects of the pump temporal
coherence, the chromatic dispersion in the structure, and the
polarisation transformations on the biphoton state generated
from the cascade structure. Finally, our formulation can be
npj Quantum Information (2019) 77

RESULTS
The cascade structure and theoretical framework
The general two-segment cascade structure is shown in Fig. 1a.
Two identical second-order nonlinear segments are connected via
a “middle section” consisting of a linear optical medium, and an
inline polarisation controller (PC). By using the nonlinear
waveguide scattering theory presented earlier,47,48 we model
biphoton generation in our cascade structure. For our formulation,
we consider only type-II SPDC phase-matching; however, it can be
trivially generalised to other SPDC phase-matchings as well. We
deﬁne horizontal (H), and vertical (V) polarisations according to
the principal axes (polarisation eigenmodes) of the nonlinear
segments. Note that due to the polarisation transformation in the
middle section, light polarised along one of the principal axes in
the ﬁrst nonlinear segment will not generally be polarised along
the same principal axes of the second nonlinear segment.
We model the pump in Fig. 1a as a quasi-monochromatic ﬁeld
with a ﬁnite coherence time of τC. In our model, the pump ﬁeld is a
succession of coherent packets49,50 (see Fig. 1b) in which the
electric ﬁeld oscillates with a constant angular frequency of ωp
(see Supplement, Section 2); the initial phase of the electric ﬁeld
within each packet is assumed to be constant, however, it is
statistically distributed for each packet.49,50 The generalised
creation operator for the Lth pump packet with polarisation S is
R
^ y ¼ dkP f  ðkP Þa
^yPSkP , where fL ðkP Þ includes the
denoted by A
L
L;S
spectral behaviour of that packet (see Supplement, Section 2) and
R
is normalised according to dkP jfL ðkP Þj2 ¼ 1. The quantum state of
each pump packet incident on the structure is taken to be a
coherent state in vertical polarisation and can be written as


y
αL;V ¼ eαL A^L;V h:c: jvaci, where jαL j2 is the average photon
number inside the Lth pump packet. Since
h the ﬁeld
i operators of
y
^
^
different packets commute due to AL;V ; A 0 ¼ δL;L0 (see
L ;V

Supplement, Section 2), we can write down the quantum state
of the pump at the input of the cascade structure as:


 αL;V ¼ e

P
L

^ y h:c:
αL A
L;V


jvaci:

(1)

In the weak conversion limit with negligible probability of multipair generation, the quantum state of the downconverted light for
an individual nonlinear segment with a length of L1 can be
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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described as:



P R
II
Ψseg ¼ jvaci
αL dωP dωA dωB Atype
ðωP ; ωA ; ωB ÞfL ðωP ÞδðωP  ωA  ωB Þ
ωA ;ωB þ
0
L
 ð1Þ
 ð1Þ
Δk L1
Δk L1
^yAH a
^yAV a
^yBV þ eiΛðωA ;ωB Þ L1 sinc VVH
^yBH jvaciωA ;ωB ;
a
a
´ L1 sinc VHV
2
2

(2)
where the sum is over all the pump packets, and ωP, ωA, and ωB are
the angular frequencies of the pump, signal, and idler ﬁelds,
^yAS0 a
^yBS00 is the creation operator of the signal (idler)
respectively; a
mode with S′(S″) polarisation; the quantity A0 ðωP ; ωA ; ωB Þ includes
the nonlinear susceptibilities and other phase factors (see SuppleðmÞ
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
ment, Section 5); ΔkSS0 S00 ¼ kPS ðωP Þ  kAS0 ðωA Þ  kBS00 ðωB Þ  kQPM ,
where the ﬁrst and the second subscripts of the wavevector refer to
the ﬁeld and its polarisation, respectively, while the superscript m
refers to the nonlinear media; kQPM is the quasi-phase-matching
ð1Þ
wavevector of the nonlinear medium. Note that ΔkVHV L1 [Eq. (2)] in
ð1Þ
general is different from ΔkVVH L1 ; however, due to the slowlyvarying nature of the sinc function with respect to frequency [in
comparison with other phase factors in Eq. (2)] and small difference
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
between ΔkVHV L1 and ΔkVVH L1 over the phase-matching (full width
at half
bandwidth of the signal and idler, we have
 maximum) 
sinc

ð1Þ
ΔkVHV L1

2

 sinc

ð1Þ
ΔkVVH L1

2

. Finally, the quantity Λ(ωA, ωB) [related

to group birefringence, see ref. 51] is deﬁned as:
h
iL
1
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
(3)
:
ΛðωA ; ωB Þ ¼ kAV ðωA Þ  kAH ðωA Þ þ kBH ðωB Þ  kBV ðωB Þ
2
Henceforth, we shall drop the angular frequency notation for the
II
wavevector k(ω); for Atype
ðωP ; ωA ; ωB Þ and δ(ωP − ωA − ωB), we
0
type II
simply write A0 , and δ, respectively.
Note that the SPDC emission within the PPSF [see Eq. (2)] results
in both signal and idler photons travelling in one spatial mode.
However, we can distinguish the two based on their angular
ω
frequencies; photons with angular frequencies greater than 2p are
called signal; otherwise, they are called idler. Note that our
deﬁnition of signal and idler best describes cases with narrowband pump [e.g. continuous wave(cw) pump].
We also remark that for most second-order nonlinear media, the
biphoton state generated from type-II SPDC is not polarisationentangled due to the walk-off caused by the frequencydependent factor eiΛðωA ;ωB Þ in Eq. (2) [see ref. 51]; however, because
of the unique dispersive properties of poled-ﬁbre [Λ(ωA, ωB) ≪ 1,
see ref. 51], type-II SPDC in PPSFs allows for the direct generation
of polarisation-entangled photon-pairs.26,51,52 Since we are using
PSSF as our nonlinear medium, whenever type-II SPDC is involved,
the biphoton state is polarisation-entangled.
The state of the generated biphotons in the cascade structure
Now we consider a cascade of two identical nonlinear segments
pumped for type-II SPDC; the two nonlinear segments are
connected via a linear medium (with a length of L0), by which
we shape the spectrum and polarisation state of the biphotons
generated from the cascade structure. We derive the quantum
state of the biphotons by employing several assumptions: (1) The
collective transformation of the middle section in Jones space can
be modelled by two consecutive transformations: A phase
ð0Þ
accumulation eikn L0^I, where ^I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix, and a
^ n ¼ U1n U2n [see ref. 53],
unitary polarisation transformation U
U3n U4n
where the subscripts n = P, A, and B. Accordingly, the collective
^n ¼
transformation of the middle section (see Fig. 1a) becomes: R

ð0Þ
U1n U2n
(see Supplement, Section 3); (2) The middle
eikn L0
U3n U4n
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales

section is assumed to have a weak wavelength-dependent
^A ¼ R
^ B ≠R
^P . In other words, the signal
birefringence such that R
and idler are assumed to undergo the same polarisation
transformation, while the pump does not necessarily do so; (3)
While the presence of the middle section may result in the pump
polarisation having both H and V components when entering the
second nonlinear segment, due to the phase-matching constraint
(wavelength) for type-II SPDC, the H component of the pump will
not contribute to other SPDC types (such as type-0) in the second
segment (see Supplement, Section 5.1). So the effect of the middle
section is to merely transform the polarisation state of the
biphotons that could be generated in the ﬁrst segment.
Under these assumptions, the quantum state of the biphotons
at the output of the cascade structure can be written as a linear
superposition of all possible biphoton states,
jψCAS i ¼ jvaciωA ;ωB þ

P R
L

^yBH
ayAH a
dωA dωB ϕL;HH ðωA ; ωB Þ^

R
R
^yBV þ dωA dωB ϕL;VH ðωA ; ωB Þ^
^yBH
þ dωA dωB ϕL;HV ðωA ; ωB Þ^
ayAH a
ayAV a
o
R
^yBV jvaciωA ;ωB ;
þ dωA dωB ϕL;VV ðωA ; ωB Þ^
ayAV a

(4)
where ϕL;S0 S00 ðωA ; ωB Þ is the biphoton wavefunction, corresponding to the Lth pump packet, which can be determined by the
Hamiltonian treatment of the cascade structure (see Supplement,
Section 4–6). Henceforth neglecting the vacuum contribution, we
can write the quantum state of the biphotons generated from the
cascade structure as:
jψCAS i ¼

 ð1Þ
R
Δk L1
II
δ
αL dωP dωA dωB Atype
fL ðωP ÞL1 sinc VHV
0
2
L
n
´ eiΓi ½ðU4A U3B Þ þ eiΛ ðU4B U3A Þ jHHiωA ;ωB
h
i
ð1Þ
ð0Þ
þ ðU4A U1B Þ þ eiΛ ðU3A U2B Þ þ U4p eiðΔk L0 þΔkVHV L1 Þ jHViωA ;ωB
h
i
ð1Þ
ð0Þ
þ e2iΛ ðU2A U3B Þ þ eiΛ ðU1A U4B Þ þ eiΛ U4p eiðΔk L0 þΔkVHV L1 Þ jVHiωA ;ωB

eiΓs ½ðU2A U1B Þ þ eiΛ ðU2B U1A Þ jVViωA ; ωB ;

P

(5)
where we assumed the two nonlinear media have the same
length (L1 = L2) and identical dispersion properties [i.e.
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
kHðVÞ ðωÞ ¼ kHðVÞ ðωÞ]; here ΓAðBÞ ¼ ðkAðBÞV  kAðBÞH ÞL1 , and Δk ð0Þ L0 ¼
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

ð0Þ

ðkP  kA  kB ÞL0 is the phase introduced by the middle
section. Note that due to the polarisation transformation in the
middle section, ϕL;HH ðωA ; ωB Þ and ϕL;VV ðωA ; ωB Þ are now nonzero
and the extra biphoton polarisation states jHHiωA ;ωB and jVViωA ;ωB
appear at the output of the cascade structure. Moreover,
ϕL;HV ðωA ; ωB Þ and ϕL;VH ðωA ; ωB Þ [the prefactors of jHViωA ;ωB and
jVHiωA ;ωB in Eq. (5)] now contain contributions from both nonlinear
segments, which eventually leads to interference between the
biphoton amplitudes from the two nonlinear segments.
Biphoton spectrum
In this section, we assume there is nopolarisation transformation
^n ¼ eiknð0Þ L0 1 0 with n = A, B], and
in the middle section [i.e. R
0 1
only focus on the spectrum of the biphotons generated from the
cascade structure in that limit. For this case, if we assume the
nonlinear media have Λ(ωA, ωB) ≪ 1 [see Eq. (6)], the quantum
state of the biphotons generated from the cascade structure
npj Quantum Information (2019) 77
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becomes:
jψCAS i ¼

L



R

P

ð1Þ
ΔkVHV L1

II
αL dωP dωA dωB Atype
fL ðωP ÞL1 sinc
δ
0
2
n
o
ð1Þ
ð0Þ
´ 1 þ U4P eiðΔk L0 þΔkVHV L1 Þ jHViωA ;ωB þ jVHiωA ;ωB :

(6)
^P ,
Here U4P is the fourth element of the transformation matrix U
which we write as jU4P jeiϕP . We now study the relative emission
spectrum of the biphotons by expanding the total biphoton
brightness Btot = 〈ψCAS|ψCAS〉. As the expression for Btot involves
the statistical phases of different pump packets, we ﬁrst average
Btot over the ensemble of sequences of the pump packets
according to


R
P
jαL fL ðωP Þj2
hBtot iavg ¼ dωP dωA dωB
L


2
ð1Þ
ð0Þ


´ 1 þ U4P eiðΔk L0 þΔkVHV L1 Þ 

avg


 ð1Þ
 type II
ΔkVHV L1
A
 0 L1 sinc
2


We next replace the ensemble average

P
L

2

 δ


(7)


jαL fL ðωP Þj2

with
avg

|α|2|f(ωP)|2, where |α|2 is the number of photons in the entire pump
packets (see Supplement, Section 8); |f(ωP)|2 is now the spectral
lineshape of the pump, which is assumed to be Lorentzian.49 Note
R
ð1Þ
ð0Þ
that the integral of the form dωP eiðΔk L0 þΔkVHV L1 Þ jf ðωP Þj2 that
appears in Eq. (7) is related to the ﬁrst-order coherence of the
pump, g(1)(τ) [see ref. 49]. Given that, we can re-write Eq. (7) as:

2

 ð1Þ

R
ΔkVHV L1 
II
hBtot iavg ¼ dωP dωA dωB Atype
αf
ðω
ÞL
sinc
P
1
0
 δ
2


jΔτ 0 þΔτ 1 j
ð1Þ
´ 1 þ jU4P j2 þ2jU4P je τC cos ðΔk ð0Þ L0 þ ΔkVHV L1 þ ΦP Þ ;

(8)

controlled by tailoring the dispersion of the middle section, without
resorting to any spectral ﬁltering or modiﬁcation of the nonlinear
media. It is also worth mentioning that since we are utilising type-II
SPDC and using PPSFs as our nonlinear media [Λ(ωA, ωB) ≪ 1, Eq.
(3)], biphotons generated from the cascade structure (Fig. 2c) are
also entangled in the polarisation DOF as well.26,51
When |Δτ1| ≤ τC and the middle section has no dispersion
(equivalent to L0 = 0), the coherent cascade of two nonlinear
segments becomes equivalent to a longer biphoton source with
the total nonlinear interaction length of LNL = L1 + L2 = 2L1. In this
case, the brightness of the biphotons generated in the cascade
3=2
structure increases by a factor of 23/2 (scaling with LNL , see ref. 48)
with respect to the individual nonlinear segment, while the
ð1Þ
emission bandwidth [now determined by sinc2 ΔkVHV L1 ] is
1=2

reduced by a factor of 21/2 (scaling with LNL , see ref. 48) with
respect to each of individual nonlinear segment. Note that both of
the scaling factors mentioned here generally applies for degenerate
SPDC processes in which the signal and idler have the same
polarisation. However, as the group birefringence of PPSF is
negligible51 over the bandwidth of the downconverted photons
(see Supplement, Section 8.2), the scaling factors mentioned above
also apply for the type-II SPDC phase-matching in the case of PPSF.
Figure 3 shows the brightness (3a) and the emission bandwidth
(3b) of N identical PPSFs that are coherently cascaded. As can be
seen in Fig. 3b, coherent cascade of multiple nonlinear segments
(equivalent to increasing the length of the nonlinear medium)
reduces the emission bandwidth of the biphotons, which is
particularly undesirable for broadband biphoton sources; however,
we will show in the following that this issue can be overcome
through incoherent cascade of multiple nonlinear segments.
Biphoton spectrum: incoherent cascading.

jΔτ 0 þΔτ 1 j

which we refer to as “incoherent cascading”, the factor e τC
Eq. (8) vanishes and the biphoton brightness simpliﬁes to:

jΔτ 0 þΔτ 1 j

where the factor e τC appears in Eq. (8) as a result of ﬁrst-order
coherence function of a pump ﬁeld with coherence time of τc (see
Supplement, Section 8); Δτ0 (Δτ1) is the group delay difference
between pump and biphotons in the middle section (ﬁrst
nonlinear medium), which can be expressed as:

 !

1
dk ð0=1Þ 
dk ð0=1Þ 
Δτ 0=1 ¼ τ 0=1;P  τ 0=1;A þ τ 0=1;B ¼
L0=1 ;

dω ωp
dω ωp
2
2



where

dk ð0=1Þ 
dω ω0

(9)
is the ﬁrst-order dispersion of the middle section/
jΔτ 0 þΔτ 1 j
τC

in Eq. (8) determines to
PPSF at frequency ω′. The factor e
what extent the biphoton amplitudes from two nonlinear
segments interfere. Note that the integrand in Eq. (8) corresponds
to the biphoton spectrum (or joint spectral intensity). In the
following subsections, we study the biphoton spectrum under two
different pump coherence conditions.
Biphoton spectrum: coherent cascading. When |Δτ0 + Δτ1| ≤ τC, the
pump ﬁeld remains coherent throughout both nonlinear segments;
we call this mode of operation “coherent cascading”. Here the
biphoton amplitudes from the two different nonlinear segments
interfere with each other, resulting in fringes in the biphoton
spectrum (see Supplement, Section 8). Adding more nonlinear
segments (Fig. 2a) results in more interference terms, which gives
us greater ﬂexibility in shaping the biphoton spectrum. As an
example, we could generate biphotons with discrete frequency
modes (in the form of a frequency comb20,22) by cascading three
PPSFs whose spectra are initially continuous (Fig. 2b, c). Note that
the spacing between the frequency modes in Fig. 2c can be

npj Quantum Information (2019) 77

When |Δτ1| ≤ τC ≪ |Δτ0|,

Z
hBtot iavg ¼

in


!2
ð1Þ


ΔkVHV L1 

II
2
dωP dωA dωB Atype
αf
ðω
ÞL
sinc
 δ ´ 1 þ jU4P j :
P
1

 0
2

(10)
With such a low coherence pump, the biphoton amplitudes from
the two nonlinear segments will not interfere, and the brightness
of the biphotons becomes twice that of an individual nonlinear
segment as |U4P| → 1. More generally, the brightness increases
linearly with respect to the total nonlinear interaction length in
the cascade structure. On the other hand,
 the emission bandwidth
of the biphotons [determined by sinc2

ð1Þ

ΔkVHV L1
2

] remains the same

as the emission bandwidth of an individual segment. As the
number of identical cascaded nonlinear segments N increases, the
emission bandwidth remains constant, while the brightness
increases linearly (Fig. 3). This suggests that with incoherent
cascading, we can arbitrarily increase the brightness of the
biphoton source without sacriﬁcing the emission bandwidth of
the biphotons which is in contrast to coherent cascading, where
increasing the total nonlinear interaction length LNL was
accompanied by a reduction in the emission bandwidth.
Biphoton polarisation state
In the following subsections, we study the effect of cascading on
the degree of polarisation entanglement (quantiﬁed by concurrence54) and the polarisation state of the biphotons generated
from the cascade structure. Although our approach can be applied
to all SPDC phase-matching processes, in the interest of brevity,
we discuss only the cases where type-II SPDC process occurs in
both nonlinear media. As in previous cases, we account for the
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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^ nð1Þ ,U
^ nð2Þ , and U
^ nðN1Þ are the polarisation transformation matrices
Fig. 2 a A generalised cascade structure consisting of N nonlinear segments; U
of the PCs in the middle sections. The lengths of the nonlinear media and middle sections are denoted by Li and L0,i, respectively. The
emission spectrum of the biphotons generated from b a 20 cm PPSF, and c a cascade structure consisting of three identical 20 cm-long PPSFs
connected with two 6 m-long SMF28TM; The subset shows discretization of the frequency modes

polarisation state of the biphotons generated from the cascade
structure.
Degree of polarisation entanglement. In order to study the effect
of cascading on the degree of polarisation entanglement, we limit
^ n ðθ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0Þ. The
ourselves to transformation of the form U
ensemble-averaged density matrix of the biphoton state in
polarisation bases ðjHHiωA ;ωB ; jHViωA ;ωB ; jVHiωA ;ωB ; jVViωA ;ωB Þ can
be written as:
Fig. 3 Trade-off between the brightness and the emission bandwidth of the biphotons generated from the cascade structure with
coherent and incoherent pumping of N identical PPSFs. a Brightness
scales linearly with respect to N (or LNL) for incoherent cascading,
3=2
while it scales by factor of N3/2 (or LNL ) for coherent cascading. b The
emission bandwidth is independent of N (or LNL) for incoherent
1=2
cascading, while it decreases with a factor of N−1/2 (or LNL ) for
coherent cascading
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(12)
collective effects of the pump coherence, dispersion of the linear
and nonlinear media, and the polarisation transformation applied
in the middle section.
We model the unitary transformation of the middle section for
signal and idler by a general unitary matrix of the form
^ AðBÞ ðθ; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ ¼
U



eiϕ1 cos θ
eiϕ2 sin θ

eiϕ2 sin θ
;
eiϕ1 cos θ

(11)

where θ is the angle of the polarisation rotation; note that ϕ1 and
ϕ2 are the phase parameters, which deﬁne an arbitrary polarisation transformation; note that, ϕ1 and ϕ2 physically correspond to
the birefringence introduced by the optical elements in the
middle section, such as the PC. The collective transformation
matrix
of
the
middle
section
then
becomes
^n ¼ eik0n L0 U
^ n ðθ; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ. Given the polarisation transformation,
R
we can use Eq. (5) and form the density matrix
^ ¼ hBtot i1
^Þ ¼ 1) to characterise the
ρ
avg jψCAS ihψCAS j (so that Trðρ
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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When dωA dωB ei2Λ ¼ 0, the density matrix for both pump
coherence conditions has zero concurrence.54 This is due to the
walk-off between the two biphoton polarisation states jHViωA ;ωB
and jVHiωA ;ωB , which is introduced by the nonlinear segments. The
walk-off in the cascade structure can usually be compensated by
placing a birefringent element in the path of biphotons. However,
it is more desirable to use nonlinear media with Λ ≪ 1 (such as
poled-ﬁbres51), especially when dealing with complex conﬁgurations55 consisting of multiple cascaded nonlinear segments. The
use of such nonlinear media (Λ ≪ 1) in the cascade structure also
allows us to, for example, preserve polarisation entanglement (if
present) and simultaneously perform spectral shaping, similar to
what we mentioned in previous sections.
Shaping the polarisation state of the biphotons. Now we study the
role of polarisation transformation in shaping the polarisation state of
the biphotons generated from the cascade
 structure. We consider

^ n θ ¼ π ; ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0 , for
a polarisation rotation of the form U
4
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Fig. 4 a Concurrence as a function of signal and idler wavelengths for coherent cascading
of two 30-cm-long
PPSFs connected via a 3-m-long


^ n θ ¼ π ; ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0 . For certain signal (idler) wavelengths,
SMF28TM (used as the middle section). The polarisation transformation is set to U
4
such as those denoted by blue (red) strips closer to the degeneracy point, the concurrence is 1, while for the adjacent strips, the concurrence
is 0. b Concurrence as a function
of the angle of the polarisation rotation in the middle section (θ) for incoherent cascading; the designated

^ n θ ¼ π ; ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0
red circle corresponds to U
4

which the density matrix of the biphoton state becomes:
D

II
^type
ρ
θ ¼ π; ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0
4


 ð1Þ
 type II
R
Δk L1

¼ hBtot i1
αf ðωP ÞL1 sinc VHV
avg dωP dωA dωB A0
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1
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1
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where
ρ1 ¼ jU4P je
ρ2 ¼ jU4P je

jΔτ 0 þ Δτ 1 j
τC

jΔτ 0 þ Δτ 1 j
τC

ð1Þ

eiðΔk

ð0Þ

L0 þ ΔkVHV L1 þ ΦP  ΓB Þ

eiðΔk

ð0Þ

ð1Þ
L0 þ ΔkVHV L1

þ ΦP  ΓA Þ

;

(14)

:

Note that we have assumed the nonlinear segments satisfy Λ ≪ 1.
For coherent cascading (|Δτ0 + Δτ1| ≪ τC), the matrix in Eq. (13) is
wavelength-dependent due to ρ1 and ρ2 elements [see Eq. (14)]. In
fact, it can be shown that for a small wavelength range of the signal
and idler photons, the concurrence varies between 0 and 1 (see Fig.
4a). Note that the signal and idler photons are still spectrally
correlated, while the degree of polarisation entanglement varies with
respect to signal and idler wavelengths. The effect shown in Fig. 4a is
a direct consequence of simultaneously manipulating the dispersion
and birefringence of the middle section.
For incoherent cascading (|Δτ1| ≤ τC ≪ |Δτ0|), on the other hand,
ρ1, ρ2 → 0 in Eq. (13) and the density matrix has now zero
concurrence for the entire signal and idler wavelength range. Here
the variation of the concurrence is a result of polarisation rotation,
and mixing of the two maximally polarisation-entangled biphoton
states. In fact, it can be shown that by varying θ in
^ n ðθ; ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0Þ, we can vary the value of the concurrence
U
between 0 and 1, obtaining a biphoton state with arbitrary degree
of polarisation entanglement (see Fig. 4b). Note that here we only
considered type-II SPDC for both pump coherence conditions;
however, in practice, two biphoton sources with differing SPDC
phase-matchings can be combined within our cascade structure to
generate an arbitrary biphoton polarisation state.
Experiment
A cw tunable 780-nm external-cavity diode-laser (ECDL, Toptica DL
PRO) with a coherence time of τC ≈ 3 μs (coherence length of LC ≈
1 km) is used as a pump for coherent cascading. For incoherent
cascading, we either decrease the time-averaged pump coherence
npj Quantum Information (2019) 77

by modifying the external cavity or separately pump the two
PPSFs while the biphotons still travel in a common path (see
Methods section). The pump power is adjusted for a pair
generation rate of approximately 106 pairs s−1, for which the
probability of multi-pair generation is so small that it can be
ignored. To demonstrate biphoton shaping in the spectral and
polarisation domains, we add 5 m of SMF28TM alongside an inline
polarisation controller (PC2 in the inset of Fig. 5) to manipulate the
dispersion and birefringence of the middle section.
For our proof-of-principle demonstration, three types of
measurements are performed on each individual PPSF sample,
as well as the cascade structure as a whole (Fig. 5): (1)
Measurement of the biphoton spectrum to observe the spectral
interference, and to obtain the emission bandwidth of the
biphotons; (2) a coincidence measurement to quantify the
biphoton brightness; and (3) quantum state tomography56 (QST)
to study the polarisation state of the biphotons under various
polarisation transformations. The detection apparatus consists of
two single photon detectors (SPDs, IDQ ID220), and a time-interval
analyzer (TIA, Hydraharp 400). The biphoton spectrum is measured
with an in-house ﬁbre spectrometer57 (Fig. 5b). The spectral
resolution of our spectrometer is approximately 0.75 nm
(100 GHz), limited primarily by the time jitter of our detectors.
For our setup, we choose two similar PPSFs by using the
approach mentioned in the Methods section. The type-0 and
type-II SPDC emission spectra of the two PPSFs are shown in Fig. 6.
We observe the spectral overlap (~80 nm) is large around the
degeneracy point, which allows us to obtain interference
[predicted in Eq. (8)] in the spectrum of the biphotons generated
from the cascade structure.
Biphoton spectral properties: coherent cascading
We cascade the two PPSFs and perform type-0 and type-II SPDC,
depending on the pump wavelength used (Fig. 7). The emission
spectra of the biphotons at the output of the cascade structure
are shown in Fig. 7a, b. Note that we have not yet applied any
^ n ðθ ¼ 0; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ, see
polarisation rotation in the middle section [U
Eq. (11)]. The spectral interference fringes appear in the
biphoton spectrum due to the dispersion of a 5-m-long
SMF28TM in the middle section, which connects the two ﬁbrepigtailed PPSFs. The less-than-unity fringe visibility is mainly due
to the spectral and brightness discrepancy between the two
PPSFs. In our case, the fringe visibility of type-0 SPDC (~86%) is
almost similar to what is observed for type-II SPDC (~81%)
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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coincidence rate of the biphotons (see Supplement, Section 8), for
each individual sample as well as the cascade structure. We chose
type-0 SPDC (pumped at 780.05 nm) since the emission spectra of
the two PPSFs largely overlap (see Fig. 6a), allowing us to observe
the variation in the emission bandwidth of the biphotons.
We ﬁrst pump each PPSF and measure the coincidence rates
with respect to the pump power. Taking into account the effect of
loss for the pump and the signal (idler) ﬁelds, the expected
coincidence rate for the cascade structure becomes:
Rexp ¼ η2AðBÞ;2 RPPSF1 þ ηP;1 RPPSF2 ;
Fig. 5 Experimental setup. The source under test, illustrated in the
inset, is pumped by a tunable cw diode laser. a A standard L-C band
wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM) is used to separate signal
(shorter wavelength) and idler (longer wavelength) photons into
two different ﬁbres for coincidence measurement. b For spectral
measurements, a dispersive medium (20 km Corning SMF28TM), and
a beam splitter (BS) are used as a ﬁbre spectrometer that extracts
the biphoton spectrum. The overall detection time jitter is ~200 ps,
based on which we select our coincidence time window to be
256 ps for spectral measurements. The nominal dispersion-length
product of the 20 km ﬁbre spool is 340 ps nm−1, which gives a
spectral resolution of 0.75 nm in our measurement. c For the QST
experiment, two sets of HP 8169 A polarisation analyzers (PAs) are
used, each of which includes a quarter waveplate (QWP), a half
waveplate (HWP), and a polarizer (POL)

Fig. 6 Emission spectrum of each PPSF for a type-0 and b type-II
SPDC; the emission spectra of the two segments are similar and
overlap over a large bandwidth of ~80 nm

around the degeneracy wavelength, where the emission spectra
of the two PPSFs are well matched (see Fig. 6). However, as we
go further from the degeneracy wavelength, the discrepancy in
the spectra of the two PPSFs increases (especially for type-II),
and the fringe visibility of type-0 and type-II drops to ~80% and
~50%, respectively.
To highlight the effect of the pump coherence on the biphoton
interference, we now decrease the time-averaged coherence of
the pump (see Methods) and measure the spectrum of the
biphotons at the output of the cascade structure for the type-0
SPDC process. We use type-0 since the emission spectra of the two
PPSFs are similar, so that the initial assumption of identical
emission spectra of the two nonlinear sources holds true. The
fringe visibility disappears in Fig. 7a (red trace), and the biphoton
spectrum is now just an incoherent sum of the two individual
PPSF spectra; this is in a good agreement with our simulation
result shown in Fig. 7c.
Biphoton spectral properties: incoherent cascading
In this section, we study the brightness and emission spectrum of
the biphotons generated from the cascade structure under
incoherent pumping. To quantify the biphoton brightness
[〈Btot〉avg in Eq. (10)], we measure the equivalent quantity, the
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales

(15)

where ηA(B),2 is the transmission of the signal (idler) ﬁeld from the
output of the PPSF1 to the output of the PPSF2, and ηP,1 is the
transmission of the pump ﬁeld from the input of PPSF1 to the
input of PPSF2; RPPSF1 and RPPSF2 are the coincidence rate of the
ﬁrst and the second PPSF, respectively. We then use separate
pumping technique (see Methods) to ensure incoherent cascading
and measure the coincidence rate of the biphotons generated
from the cascade structure and compare it with Rexp in Eq. (15).
Note that the polarisation transformation in the middle section is
^ n ðθ ¼ 0; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ [see Eq. (11)] during our measurements.
set to U
The result in Fig. 8a shows that for incoherent cascading, the
brightness increases additively, and therefore scales linearly with
the total nonlinear interaction length.
We then measure the emission spectrum of the biphotons
generated from the cascade structure. As can be seen in Fig. 8b,
the emission spectrum is the arithmetic mean of the two
individual PPSF’s spectra due to almost equal contribution of
the two PPSFs at the output of the cascade structure. The result in
Fig. 8b also shows no bandwidth reduction, which indicates that
the emission bandwidth in incoherent cascading becomes
independent of total nonlinear interaction length inside the
cascade structure.
Biphoton polarisation state: incoherent cascading
We now study the degree of polarisation entanglement and the
polarisation state of the biphotons generated from the cascade
structure by considering two speciﬁc transformations: (1)
^ n ðθ ¼ 0; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ, and (2) U
^ n θ ¼ π ; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 . We ﬁrst characterize
U
4
the polarisation state of the biphotons generated from each PPSF
when pumped for type-II SPDC at 782.05 nm. Results in Fig. 9a, b
show that both PPSFs generate biphoton states with a
high concurrence, and high ﬁdelity to triplet state |ψ+〉 (see also
Table 1).
Degree of polarisation entanglement. The setup for cascading is
similar to that of Fig. 5, except that we separately pump the two
PPSFs (see Methods) to ensure incoherent cascading. This method
of pumping helps us to precisely control the pairwise contributions of each PPSF segment in the ﬁnal quantum state and at the
same time enables us to shape the polarisation state of the
biphotons. We now change the settings of PC2 (see Fig. 5) so that
there would be no polarisation rotation in the middle section [
^ n ðθ ¼ 0; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ, see Eq. (11)] and then measure the biphoton
U
state again. It can be seen from Fig. 9c that the measured density
matrix corresponds to a highly polarisation-entangled state. Note
that due to the negligible value of Λ for the PPSFs, no walk-off is
introduced between jHViωA ;ωB and jVHiωA ;ωB , and the degree of the
polarisation entanglement remains unchanged after cascading.
Shaping the polarisation state of the biphotons. By applying a
polarisation
rotation of θ ¼ π4 in the middle section
 
^
Un θ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ π4 ; ϕ2 ¼ 0 , the density matrix of the output state
changes into the one shown in Fig. 9d. The concurrence drops to
~0.1 despite both PPSF segments individually generating highconcurrence polarisation-entangled biphotons. This value of the
concurrence is consistent with the one predicted in Fig. 4b and
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Fig. 7 a The emission spectrum of the biphotons generated from the cascade structure for type-0 SPDC (pumped at 780.05 nm) when |Δτ1 +
Δτ0| ≪ τC (coherent cascade), and |Δτ1|≤τC ≪ |Δτ0| (incoherent cascade, red trace). b The emission spectrum of the biphotons generated from
the cascade structure for type-II SPDC, when coherently pumped at 782.05 nm; the inset shows the effect of the dispersion in the middle
section on discretization of the frequency components. c Simulation result of the biphoton spectrum for type-0 SPDC cascade; the cascade
structure consists of two identical PPSFs, each of length 25 cm (= L1 = L2), connected by an SMF28TM patchcord of length L0 = 5 m

Fig. 8 a Coincidence rates are plotted as a function of pump power
for type-0 SPDC. Symbols are measured data, while the solid and
dashed lines are linear ﬁts to the data points. For PPSF1, the
displayed data points are the measured coincidence rates corrected
by η2AðBÞ;2 . For PPSF2, the displayed data points are the measured
coincidence rates corrected by ηP,1. The error bars are so small that
they cannot be shown in the ﬁgure. b Type-0 SPDC spectra of the
individual segment, and the cascaded. Due to nearly equal
contribution of each PPSF sample in the output, the biphoton
spectrum at the output of the cascade structure is the average of
the two PPSF spectra, and shows no bandwidth reduction

suggests that, for 0  θ  π4, we can arbitrary tune the concurrence between 0 and 1. Note that here we have only considered
type-II SPDC with two polarisation transformations; however, by
^ n ðθ; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 Þ with PC2 in the
applying various transformations U
middle section and utilizing different SPDC phase-matchings, one
can generate any biphoton polarisation states.
DISCUSSION
We have shown here that cascading biphoton sources in a
common-path conﬁguration can be used as a versatile tool to
simultaneously tailor the frequency and polarisation DOFs of
entangled photons. In this strategy, the pump coherence plays a
major role in obtaining various biphoton states. With a longcoherence pump, the entire cascade structure can be considered
as one uniﬁed source, capable of generating biphotons with
tunable spectral properties58,59; in fact, one can obtain various
biphoton spectra (Fig. 7) simply by engineering the dispersion of
the linear medium in the middle section. For example, by
cascading
counter-propagating
path-entangled
biphoton
sources,60 one could obtain biphoton frequency combs (similar
to the works reported earlier1,22) of constant spacing whose free
spectral range can be tuned by manipulating the dispersion of the
npj Quantum Information (2019) 77

middle section; note that, this can be done without any dispersion
modiﬁcation of the nonlinear medium.
Since our spectral and polarisation shaping techniques share
the same conﬁguration, we can simultaneously control biphotons
in both DOFs. For example, by coherently pumping the cascade
structure and manipulating the dispersion and birefringence
property of the middle section, we can generate biphotons whose
degree of polarisation entanglement is frequency-dependent (Fig. 4a);
this new effect, arising from the interplay between coherence and
entanglement, directly links the entanglement existing in the
polarisation DOF to the frequency DOF of biphotons.
With incoherent pumping, the effects arising from biphotonbiphoton amplitude interference disappear, and the ﬁnal state will
become an incoherent mixture of the individual states generated
from each nonlinear segment (see Figs. 8 and 9). The immediate
application would be the ability to increase the brightness of the
biphoton sources (at the expense of greater noise) by increasing the
total nonlinear interaction length without sacriﬁcing the emission
bandwidth of the generated biphotons (see Figs. 3 and 8). In
addition, the incoherent cascade scheme allows us to generate
arbitrary biphoton polarisation states,13,14 and also control the
degree of polarisation entanglement of biphotons (see Figs. 4b
and 9d). We remark that our conﬁguration greatly simpliﬁes the
schemes previously used for generating arbitrary biphoton polarisation state13,14 and removes the requirement for phase stabilization
and pump coherence due to its common-path conﬁguration.
It is worth mentioning that using linear and nonlinear materials
with negligible group birefringence (such as poled-ﬁbres51) and
small dispersion is of great importance in the cascade strategy as
no walk-off between different biphoton polarisation states is
essentially introduced. This feature allows us to preserve polarisation entanglement (if present), or generate arbitrary polarisation
states13,14 without the need for complex walk-off compensation
schemes. This can also be beneﬁcial for the conﬁgurations
recently proposed for generating multi-photon entanglement,55
which often involve complex scheme of multiple cascaded
nonlinear media. In addition, nonlinear media with small
dispersion generate broadband biphotons and with the simple
spectral shaping technique presented here, they can serve as
versatile quantum sources for various quantum information
processing applications.1,2
The technique presented in this work can also be generalised to
all other waveguide-based photon-pair sources, including those in
integrated photonics devices, and one can use the effect of
biphoton-biphoton amplitude interference to tune the properties
of entangled photons, not only in the frequency and polarisation
DOFs, but also in other DOFs such as path and orbital angular
momentum as well. From this perspective, the cascade strategy
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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Fig. 9 Real and imaginary part of the output density
 matrix of a PPSF1,
 b PPSF2 and cascade structure corresponding to the polarisation
^ n ðθ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0Þ (d), and U
^ n θ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ π ; ϕ2 ¼ 0 in the middle section. Note that the relative contributions of the two
transformation (c), U
4
samples at the output are set to be similar (48% from PPSF1 and 52% from PPSF2) by adjusting the pump power for each one of them

can be invaluable for generating a host of entangled-photon
states that could be useful for quantum information processing,
quantum sensing, and the study of the foundations of quantum
mechanics.

METHODS
Choosing PPSF samples
The SHG spectrum of several PPSF samples are examined with a cw
tunable laser (Agilent 8164A) in the 1550–1565 nm wavelength range.61
Depending on the input polarization of the fundamental lightwave, the
type-0 or type-II phase-matching can be observed.61 Two PPSFs whose
SHG peaks and SPDC spectra are well-matched are then selected as
nonlinear segments for our cascade structure.

Table 1. Fidelity, concurrence, and purity [Tr(^ρ2 )] of the biphoton state
measured in polarisation basis
Output states

Fidelity to |ψ+〉 Concurrence Purity

PPSF1
PPSF2

98.5 ± 0.2%
99.2 ± 1.4%

0.98 ± 0.004 0.988
0.99 ± 0.02 0.985

Cascading under
^ n ðθ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 ¼ 0Þ
U

99.2 ± 1.8%

0.985 ± 0.003 0.986

Cascading
under


^ n θ ¼ ϕ1 ¼ π ; ϕ2 ¼ 0
U
4

55 ± 0.7%

0.1 ± 0.01

0.482

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data are available from the authors upon reasonable request.

Fibre spectrometer
The biphotons generated in the cascade structure are sent to a dispersive
medium (20 km of Corning SMF-28), which maps their wavelengths onto
the arrival time at the single photon detectors.57 After time-tagged
detection with single photon detectors, the spectrum of the biphotons can
be recovered by translating the time delays into wavelength.46,57 The
minimum resolution of our spectrometer depends primarily on the timing
jitter of the single photon detectors.46 As the overall detection time-jitter is
~200 ps, we chose our coincidence time window to be 256 ps for these
measurements. Based on this coincidence window and the nominal
dispersion-length product of the 20 km ﬁbre spool, which is 340 ps nm−1,
we can obtain spectral resolution of ~0.75 nm with our spectrometer.

Incoherent pumping schemes
Depending upon suitability, one of two following methods is used to
achieve incoherent pumping: (1) We decrease the effective coherence time
of the pump laser by periodically modulating the cavity length of ECDL
(the 780 nm laser) so that its time-averaged linewidth (as measured by a
Fabry-Perot spectrometer) increases, effectively reducing the pump
temporal coherence; (2) We pump the two PPSFs separately while the
biphotons still travel in a common path. Since the two pump ﬁelds
reaching the PPSF segments travel in two different and unstabilized ﬁbre
paths, no coherence is preserved between the two ﬁelds, guaranteeing
incoherent cascading.
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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